Restitution of the ACL's Physiometry: The Role of Deviation of ACL's New Insertion
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Mini Review

There are many mentioned factors contribute to the outcome after ACL reconstruction. Braiding the strands [1], saving the ACL remnant [2], tibial tunnel independent technique or classical transtibial technique [3], bone tendon or bone tendon bone, single bundle or double bundle or double bundle double tunnel, immobilization period, knee flexion angle during immobilization, early or delayed rehabilitation and using of biological healing promotion are among them. The native ACL has no tunnel; it’s inserted on the osteochondral tissue of the tibia and femur. The 3D orientation of the native ACL is mandatory to perform its function. The reconstructed ACL (ACL graft) is placed in position using tunnels. There is no consensus about the technique which yields anatomic placement.

The deviation of the femoral and/or tibial insertion of the ACL to one direction (anteriorly, posteriorly, medially, laterally) postoperatively will certainly change the 3D orientation of the ACL and affect its physiometry and hence its function. The most important part of the tunnel is the entry point of the graft into both tibial and femoral tunnels because it will be the future insertion of the reconstructed ACL. Studies on animal models show that the weak link during the early healing stage of the graft at its tunnel entrance site leading to a critical decrease in mechanical properties of the graft. The primary site of weakness during the early postoperative period is the tendon-bone interface, particularly while the tendon attaches to the bone within the intraarticular environment [4,5].

The weakness of the graft can be attributed to the dilatation of the tunnel as a part of its healing process during the healing period. There are two parts of the graft, one inside the tunnel (intra-osseous) and the other outside the tunnel (intra-articular). From the Theoretical point of view: the tension between these two parts of the graft converted into compression force on the osteochondral tissue at tunnel entrance leading to erosion of the osteochondral tissues at the entry point of the graft, the new insertion will be moved toward the direction of the maximum strain at the tunnel entrance. At the tunnel entrances and during the early healing period the maximum mechanical strain (tension force) of the graft, at certain knee flexion angle, is received by the osteochondral tissues as a (compression force) on one side of the tunnel entrances according to the direction of the angle between the intra-articular and intra-osseous parts of the graft.

The mechanical strain leads to the erosion of the entry point boundary and deviation of the new insertion of the graft toward the direction of the strain and hence modifying the ultimate position of the insertion of the new ACL the weakness of the graft. The new ACL get loosen and accordingly the laxity and decrease of the mechanical properties of the graft can be attributed to this deviation (Figure 1).

Figure 1: In the coronal plan the angle between the intra and extra part of the graft facing laterally so the new insertion will moved more laterally in relation to the primary drilled position and likewise in sagittal plane where the new insertion will moved more posteriorly in relation to the primary drilled position.

Straightening the intra-osseous (tibial and femoral) and intra-articular parts of each bundle of the graft eliminating the strain between the graft tissue and the osteochondral tissue at the tunnel entrances. The Double bundle Double Tunnel ACL Reconstruction Technique is more convincing theoretically than the single tunnel techniques and can be accomplished using the Trans-tibial tunnel drilling technique [2] in a way that eliminate the angle between the intra osseous and extra osseous parts of the graft at the tunnel entry point in sagittal and coronal planes . To create the tunnels to fulfil the above mentioned conditions,
a modification of transtibial technique, a conception of an aimer, can be suggested (Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Suggested conception of a tunnel aimer that keeps the femoral and tibial tunnel in one axis. All four movable aimers slide on metallic band to keep all aimers in one line and insure that the guide wires pass from tibia to femur or from femur to tibia in one line.](image)
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